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FICTION
F BAKER Baker, Nicholson. House of holes: a book of raunch / Simon & Schuster
Paperbacks, 2012
Presents an explicit new tale of carnal improprieties and comic raunchiness set in a surreal
but familiar world of fantasy sex. | A fuse-blowing, sex-positive escapade. Baker returns to
erotic territory with a gleefully over-the-top novel set in a pleasure resort where normal rules
don't apply. In charge of day-to-day operations is Lila, a former hospital administrator whose
breast milk has unusual regenerative properties.
F BANVILLE Banville, John. Mrs. Osmond / Alfred A. Knopf, 2017
"Isabel Archer is a young American woman, swept off to Europe in the late nineteenth century
by an aunt who hopes to round out the impetuous but naive girl's experience of the world.
When Isabel comes into a large, unexpected inheritance, she is finagled into a marriage with
the charming, penniless, and--as Isabel finds out too late--cruel and deceitful Gilbert Osmond,
whose connection to a certain Madame Merle is suspiciously intimate. On a trip to England to
visit her cousin Ralph Touchett on his deathbed, Isabel is offered a chance to free herself
from the marriage, but nonetheless chooses to return to Italy. Banville follows James's story
line to this point, but Mrs. Osmond is thoroughly Banville's own: the narrative inventiveness;
the lyrical precision and surprise of his language; the layers of emotional and psychological
intensity; the subtle, dark humor. And when Isabel arrives in Italy--along with someone else!-the novel takes off in directions that James himself would be thrilled to follow"-F BEATON HM 33 Beaton, M. C. Death of an honest man / Grand Central Publishing, 2018
"Nobody loves an honest man, or that was what police sergeant Hamish Macbeth tried to tell
newcomer Paul English. Paul had moved to a house in Cnothan, a sour village on Hamish's
beat. He attended church in Lochdubh. He told the minister, Mr. Wellington, that his sermons
were boring. He told tweedy Mrs. Wellington that she was too fat and in these days of
increasing obesity it was her duty to show a good example. Angela Brody was told her
detective stories were pap for the masses and it was time she wrote literature instead. He
accused Hamish of having dyed his fiery red hair. He told Jessie Currie -- who repeated all the
last words of her twin sister -- that she needed psychiatric help. 'I speak as I find,' he bragged.
Voices saying, 'I could kill that man,' could be heard from Lochdubh to Cnothan. And someone
did. Now Hamish is faced with a bewildering array of suspects. And he's lost the services of his
clumsy policeman, Charlie, who has resigned from the force after Chief Inspector Blair
berated Charlie one too many times, and the policeman threw Blair into the loch. Can Hamish
find the killer on his own?"-F BENJAMIN Benjamin, Chloe. The immortalists / G.P. Putnam's Sons, 2018
It's 1969 in New York City's Lower East Side, and word has spread of the arrival of a mystical
woman, a traveling psychic who claims to be able to tell anyone the day they will die. The
Gold children--four adolescents on the cusp of self-awareness--sneak out to hear their
fortunes. Their prophecies inform their next five decades. Golden-boy Simon escapes to the
West Coast, searching for love in '80s San Francisco; dreamy Klara becomes a Las Vegas
magician, obsessed with blurring reality and fantasy; eldest son Daniel seeks security as an

army doctor post-9/11, hoping to control fate; and bookish Varya throws herself into longevity
research, where she tests the boundary between science and immortality.
F BURKE Burke, Alafair. The wife: a novel of psychological suspense / Harper, an
imprint of HarperCollinsPublishers, 2018
"When Angela met Jason Powell while catering a dinner party in East Hampton, she assumed
their romance would be a short-lived fling, like so many relationships between locals and
summer visitors. To her surprise, Jason, a brilliant economics professor at NYU, had other
plans, and they married the following summer. For Angela, the marriage turned out to be a
chance to reboot her life. She and her son were finally able to move out of her mother's home
to Manhattan, where no one knew about her tragic past. Six years later, thanks to a
bestselling book and a growing media career, Jason has become a cultural lightning rod,
placing Angela near the spotlight she worked so carefully to avoid. When a college intern
makes an accusation against Jason, and another woman, Kerry Lynch, comes forward with an
even more troubling allegation, their perfect life begins to unravel. Jason insists he is
innocent, and Angela believes him. But when Kerry disappears, Angela is forced to take a
closer look--at both the man she married and the women she chose not to believe."-F CRAIS Crais, Robert. The wanted / G.P. Putnam's Sons, 2017
"When single mother Devon Connor hires private investigator Elvis Cole, it's because her
troubled teenage son Tyson is flashing cash and she's afraid he's dealing drugs. But the truth is
devastatingly different. With two other partners in crime, he's been responsible for a string of
high-end burglaries, a crime spree that takes a deadly turn when one of them is murdered and
Tyson and his girlfriend disappear. They stole the wrong thing from the wrong man.
Determined to get it back, he has hired a team that is smart and brutal, and to even the
odds, Cole calls in his friends Joe Pike and Jon Stone. But even they may be overmatched.
The hired killers are leaving a trail of bodies in their wake. A few more won't make any
difference"-F DURST-BENNING STS 1 Durst-Benning, Petra. The seed woman / AmazonCrossing, 2017
In the last month of 1849, Hannah, pregnant by a traveling seed trader, arrives in a small
village in the Swabian Mountains to find the father of her child. Helmut is due to be married
to the town beauty in January and Hannah is determined to win his love for herself but the
longer she stays, the more attached she becomes to both the town and to Helmut's fiancée.
F FINCH Finch, Charles. Home by nightfall: a Charles Lenox mystery / Minotaur Books,
2016
It's London in 1876, and the whole city is abuzz with the enigmatic disappearance of a famous
foreign pianist. Lenox has an eye on the matter - as a partner in a now-thriving detective
agency, he's a natural choice to investigate. Just when he's tempted to turn his focus to it
entirely, however, his grieving brother asks him to come down to Sussex, and Lenox leaves
the metropolis behind for the quieter country life of his boyhood. Or so he thinks. In fact,
something strange is afoot in Markethouse: small thefts, books, blankets, animals, and more
alarmingly a break-in at the house of a local insurance agent. As he and his brother begin to
investigate this small accumulation of mysteries, Lenox realizes that something very strange
and serious indeed may be happening, more than just local mischief. Soon, he's racing to
solve two cases at once, one in London and one in the country, before either turns deadly.
F GREMILLION Grémillon, Hélène. The confidant / Penguin Books, 2012

Through a series of condolence letters from an unknown correspondent, Camille Werner
learns she may be the daughter of Annie and Louis, two teenage friends who lived in a small
French town on the cusp of WWII. Set in Paris, 1975.
F HANNAH Hannah, Kristin. Firefly Lane / St. Martin's Griffin, 2008
Inseparable best friends Kate and Tully, two young women who, despite their very different
lives, have vowed to be there for each other forever, have been true to their promise for
thirty years, until events and choices in their lives tear them apart.
F HARRIS Harris, Charlaine. Sleep like a baby / Minotaur Books, 2017
"In ‘Sleep Like a Baby’, the latest installment of the #1 New York Times Bestselling Charlaine
Harris’s Aurora Teagarden series, Robin and Aurora have finally begun their adventure in
parenting. With newborn Sophie proving to be quite a handful, Roe’s mother pays for a
partially trained nurse, Virginia Mitchell, to come help the new parents for a few weeks.
Virginia proves to be especially helpful when Robin has to leave town for work and Roe is
struck with a bad case of the flu. One particularly stormy night, Roe wakes to hear her
daughter crying and Virginia nowhere to be found. Roe's brother Philip helps her search the
house and they happen upon a body outside, but it isn’t Virginia’s. Now, not only does she
have a newborn to care for and a vulnerable new marriage to nurture, Roe also has to
contend with a new puzzle -- who is this mystery woman dead in their backyard, and what
happened to Virginia? This heart-pounding and exciting next installment of the Aurora
Teagarden series will leave fans happy and hungry for more."
F HARRIS Harris, Robert. Munich / Knopf, a division of Penguin Random House LLC, New
York, 2018
September 1938. Hitler is determined to start a war. Chamberlain is desperate to preserve
the peace. The issue is to be decided in a city that will forever afterwards be notorious for
what takes place there. Munich. As Chamberlain's plane judders over the Channel and the
Fuhrer's train steams relentlessly south from Berlin, two young men travel with secrets of
their own. Hugh Legat is one of Chamberlain's private secretaries, Paul Hartmann a German
diplomat and member of the anti-Hitler resistance. Great friends at Oxford before Hitler
came to power, they haven't seen one another since they were last in Munich six years earlier.
Now, as the future of Europe hangs in the balance, their paths are destined to cross again.
When the stakes are this high, who are you willing to betray? Your friends, your family, your
country or your conscience?
F HENDRICKS Hendricks, Greer. The wife between us / St. Martin's Press, 2018
The divorce has just become final, and Richard is already engaged to someone. One woman is
determined to change that situation-- no matter what it takes. Soon a tangle of lies binds her
life with those of Richard and his new fiancée. A tangle of lies-- that hide some dangerous
truths.
F HEYER Heyer, Georgette. Frederica / Sourcebooks Casablanca, 1965
Bringing her family to London in the hopes of finding her younger sister a suitable husband,
Frederica is saddened when her prime prospect, the Marquis of Alverstroke, seems totally
uninterested, but when her younger brother ends up in a terrible accident, the dutiful
Marquis becomes as chivalrous as ever to the those in his charge.
F HUNT Hunt, Tom. Killer choice / Berkley, 2018

"The electrifying debut thriller that asks the question: To save the one you love, is there any
price you wouldn't pay? His wife is sick. He needs $200,000 to save her. A mysterious man
offers to give him the money with just one catch: He has to murder someone to get it. Gary
Foster's life is finally heading in the right direction. After years of trying, his wife, Beth, is
pregnant, and he recently opened a business with his brother. But one phone call changes
everything.... After collapsing suddenly, Beth has been rushed to the hospital. Tests reveal a
devastating diagnosis: an inoperable brain tumor. Their only hope is an expensive
experimental treatment available abroad, with a cost that's out of their reach. And Beth's
time is running out.... Then a strange man approaches Gary and offers the money he needs,
on one condition: that he kill someone, no questions asked. End one life to save another. In
this nail-biting debut novel of domestic suspense, one man makes a choice that forces him to
confront the darkest reaches of his soul and betray those closest to him. As he's swept up in a
nightmare of escalating violence, he must question his own morality--and determine just how
far he's willing to go to save the woman he loves"-F KELLERMAN Kellerman, Jonathan. Night moves: an Alex Delaware novel / Ballantine
Books, 2018
"Even with all his years of experience, LAPD homicide detective Milo Sturgis knows there are
crimes his skill and savvy cannot solve alone. That's when he calls on brilliant psychologist
Alex Delaware to read between the lines, where the darkest motives lurk. And if ever the
good doctor's insight is needed, it's at the scene of a murder as baffling as it is brutal. There's
no spilled blood, no evidence of a struggle, and, thanks to the victim's missing face and
hands, no immediate means of identification. And no telling why the disfigured corpse of a
stranger has appeared in an upscale L.A. family's home. Chet Corvin, his wife, and their two
teenage children are certain the John Doe is unknown to them. And yet their cooperation
seems oddly guarded. But even the Corvins' thin response is more than Milo and Alex can elicit
from their creepy next-door neighbor--a notorious cartoonist with a warped sense of humor
and a seriously antisocial attitude. As the investigation ensues, it becomes clear that this
well-to-do suburban enclave has its share of curious eyes, suspicious minds, and loose lips.
And as Milo tightens the screws on potential persons of interest--and Alex tries to breach the
barriers that guard their deepest secrets--a strangling web of corrupted love, cold-blooded
greed, and shattered trust is exposed. Though the grass may be greener on these privileged
streets, there's enough dirt below the surface to bury a multitude of sins. Including the
deadliest." -F KINSELLA Kinsella, Sophie. Surprise me: a novel / The Dial Press, 2018
"After being together for ten years, Sylvie and Dan have all the trimmings of a happy life and
marriage; they have a comfortable home, fulfilling jobs, beautiful twin girls, and
communicate so seamlessly, they finish each other's sentences. However, a trip to the doctor
projects they will live another 68 years together and panic sets in. They never expected "until
death do us part" to mean seven decades. In the name of marriage survival, they quickly
concoct a plan to keep their relationship fresh and exciting: they will create little surprises
for each other so that their (extended) years together will never become boring. But in their
pursuit to execute Project Surprise Me, mishaps arise and secrets are uncovered that start to
threaten the very foundation of their unshakable bond. When a scandal from the past is
revealed that question some important untold truths, they begin to wonder if they ever really
knew each other after all."--

F KRASZNAHORKAI Krasznahorkai, László. The world goes on / New Directions Publishing
Corporation, 2017
"In ‘The World Goes On’, a narrator first speaks directly, then tells eleven unforgettable
stories, and then bids farewell (“for here I would leave this earth and these stars, because I
would take nothing with me”). As László Krasznahoraki himself explains: “Each text is about
drawing our attention away from this world, speeding our body toward annihilation, and
immersing ourselves in a current of thought or a narrative.” A Hungarian interpreter obsessed
with waterfalls, at the edge of the abyss in his own mind, wanders the chaotic streets of
Shanghai. A traveler, reeling from the sights and sounds of Varanasi, encounters a giant of a
man on the banks of the Ganges ranting on the nature of a single drop of water. A child
laborer in a Portuguese marble quarry wanders off from work one day into a surreal realm
utterly alien from his daily toils. The World Goes On is another amazing masterpiece by the
winner of the 2015 Man Booker International Prize." --Amazon
F LIPPMAN Lippman, Laura. Sunburn: a novel / William Morrow, an imprint of
HarperCollinsPublishers, 2018
After meeting at a local tavern in Belleville, Delaware, Polly and Adam have an affair, but
when someone dies the two are so ensnared in each other's lives and lies that neither can
escape.
F MANN Mann, Thomas. Buddenbrooks: the decline of a family / Knopf | Distributed by
Random House, 1994
It is the story of four generations of a wealthy bourgeois family in northern Germany facing
the advent of modernity; in an uncertain new world, the family’s bonds and traditions begin
to disintegrate. As Mann charts the Buddenbrooks’ decline from prosperity to bankruptcy,
from moral and psychic soundness to sickly piety, artistic decadence, and madness, he ushers
the reader into a world of stunning vitality, pieced together from births and funerals,
weddings and divorces, recipes, gossip, and earthy humor.
F MCCALL SMITH McCall Smith, Alexander. A time of love and tartan: a 44 Scotland Street
novel / Anchor Books, a division of Penguin Random House LLC, 2018
"The latest installment of Alexander McCall Smith's perennially popular and irresistibly
charming 44 Scotland Street series. When Pat accepts her narcissistic ex-boyfriend Bruce's
invitation for coffee, she has no idea of the complications in her romantic and professional
life that will follow. Meanwhile, Matthew, her boss at the art gallery, attracts the attention of
the police after a misunderstanding at the local bookstore. Whether caused by small things
such as a cup of coffee and a book, or major events such as Stuart's application for promotion
and his wife Irene's decision to pursue a PhD in Aberdeen, change is coming to Scotland
Street. But for three seven-year-old boys--Bertie Pollock, Ranald, and Big Lou's foster son,
Finlay--it also means getting a glimpse of perfect happiness. Alexander McCall Smith's
delightfully witty, wise and sometimes surreal comedy spirals out in surprising ways in this
new installment, but its heart remains where it has always been, at the center of life in
Edinburgh's New Town"-F NOVIK Novik, Naomi. Uprooted / Del Rey, 2016
"Agnieszka loves her valley home, her quiet village, the forests and the bright shining river.
But the corrupted Wood stands on the border, full of malevolent power, and its shadow lies
over her life. Her people rely on the cold, driven wizard known only as the Dragon to keep its
powers at bay. But he demands a terrible price for his help: one young woman handed over to

serve him for ten years, a fate almost as terrible as falling to the Wood. The next choosing is
fast approaching, and Agnieszka is afraid. She knows -- everyone knows -- that the Dragon will
take Kasia: beautiful, graceful, brave Kasia, all the things Agnieszka isn't, and her dearest
friend in the world. And there is no way to save her. But Agnieszka fears the wrong things. For
when the Dragon comes, it is not Kasia he will choose."--Provided by publisher.
F NUREMBERG Griffin, W. E. B. Death at Nuremberg: a clandestine operations novel /
G.P. Putnam's Sons, 2017
"When Jim Cronley hears he's just won the Legion of Merit, he figures there's another shoe to
drop, and it's a big one: he's out as Chief, DCI-Europe. His new assignments, however, couldn't
be bigger: to protect the U.S. chief prosecutor in the Nuremberg trials from a rumored Soviet
NKGB kidnapping, and to hunt down and dismantle the infamous Odessa, an organization
dedicated to helping Nazi war criminals escape to South America. It doesn't take long for the
first attempt on his life, and then the second. NKGB or Odessa? Who can tell? The deeper he
pushes, the more secrets tumble out: a scheme to swap Nazi gold for currency, a religious
cult organized around Himmler himself, an NKGB agent who is actually working for the
Mossad, a German cousin who turns out to be more malevolent than he appears -- and a
distractingly attractive newspaperwoman who seems to be asking an awful lot of questions.
Which one will turn out to be the most dangerous? Cronley wishes he knew."--Amazon.com.
F OATES Oates, Joyce Carol. Beautiful days: stories / Ecco, an imprint of HarperCollins
Publishers, 2018
"Joyce Carol Oates explores the most secret, intimate, and unacknowledged interior lives of
characters not unlike ourselves, who assert their independence in acts of bold and often
irrevocable defiance. "Fleuve Bleu" exemplifies the rich sensuousness of Oates's prose as
lovers married to other persons vow to establish, in their intimacy, a ruthlessly honest, truthtelling authenticity missing elsewhere in their complicated lives, with unexpected results. In
"Big Burnt," set on lushly rendered Lake George, in the Adirondacks, a cunningly manipulative
university professor exploits a too-trusting woman in a way she could never have anticipated.
"The Nice Girl" depicts a young woman who has been, through her life, infuriatingly "nice,"
until she is forced to come to terms with the raw desperation of her deepest self. In a more
experimental but no less intimate mode, "Les beaux jours" examines the ambiguities of an
intensely erotic, exploitative relationship between a "master" artist and his adoring young
female model. And the tragic "Undocumented Alien" depicts a young African student enrolled
in an American university who is suddenly stripped of his student visa and forced to undergo a
terrifying test of courage. In these stories, as elsewhere in her fiction, Joyce Carol Oates
exhibits her fascination with the social, psychological, and moral boundaries that govern our
behavior--until the hour when they do not"-F PARKER Parker, Robert B. Brimstone / Berkley Books, 2009
Determined to locate a woman he loves who inexplicably ran off, hired gunman Virgil Cole,
along with deputy Everett Hitch, makes his way across New Mexico and Texas before finding
her in a brothel, a situation complicated by a religious man and saloon violence.
F PATTERSON HB 2 Patterson, James. Fifty fifty / Little, Brown & Company, 2018
"Sam Blue stands accused of the brutal murders of three young students, their bodies dumped
near the Georges River. Only one person believes he is innocent: his sister, Detective Harriet
Blue. And she's determined to prove it. But Harry's outburst at her brother's trial earns her a
reassignment -- to the Outback. With no choice but to leave Sam's case alone, she relocates

to Last Chance Valley, population 75, where a diary found on the roadside outlines a shocking
plan: the massacre of the entire town. And the first killing, shortly after Harry's arrival,
suggests the clock is already ticking. Meanwhile, back in Sydney, a young woman holds the
key to crack Sam's case wide open. If only she could escape the madman holding her
hostage..." -F SHALVIS Shalvis, Jill. About that kiss / Avon Books, an imprint of
HarperCollinsPublishers, 2018
"When sexy Joe Malone never calls after their explosive kiss, Kylie shoves him out of her mind.
Until she needs a favor, and it's a doozy."--Back cover.
F THOMAS Thomas, Keith. The clarity: a novel / Leopoldo & Co/Atria, an imprint of
Simon & Schuster, Inc., 2018
"For fans of Black Mirror and True Detective, a visceral high-concept thriller about a
psychologist who must protect the life of an eleven-year-old girl whose ability to remember
past lives makes them both targets of a merciless killer. Dr. Matilda Deacon is a psychologist
researching how memories are made and stored when she meets a strange eleven-year-old
girl named Ashanique. Ashanique claims to harbor the memories of the last soldier killed in
World War I and Matilda is at first very interested but skeptical. However, when Ashanique
starts talking about being chased by the Night Doctors--a term also used by an unstable
patient who was later found dead--Matilda can't deny that the girl might be telling the truth.
Matilda learns that Ashanique and her mother have been on the run their whole lives from a
monstrous assassin named Rade. Rade is after a secret contained solely in memories and has
left a bloody trail throughout the world in search of it. Matilda soon realizes Ashanique is in
unimaginable danger and that her unique ability comes with a deadly price. Fast-paced,
suspenseful, and a chilling blend of science and danger, The Clarity is a compelling take on
the possibilities of reincarnation and life after death"--

NON-FICTION
301.6333 CAM Camus, Albert. The rebel: an essay on man in revolt / Vintage Books,
1991
"By one of the most profoundly influential thinkers of our century, The Rebel is a classic essay
on revolution. For Albert Camus, the urge to revolt is one of the “essential dimensions” of
human nature, manifested in man's timeless Promethean struggle against the conditions of his
existence, as well as the popular uprisings against established orders throughout history. And
yet, with an eye toward the French Revolution and its regicides and deicides, he shows how
inevitably the course of revolution leads to tyranny. As old regimes throughout the world
collapse, The Rebel resonates as an ardent, eloquent, and supremely rational voice of
conscience for our tumultuous times. Translated from the French by Anthony Bower."
306.4609 LAN Langlands, Alex. Craeft: an inquiry into the origins and true meaning of
traditional crafts / W.W. Norton & Company, 2018
"In the midst of a seemingly endless supply of mass-manufactured products, we find ourselves
nostalgic for products bearing the mark of authenticity: hand-made furniture, artisan breads,
craft beers, and other goods produced by human hands. What often goes unnoticed is the
transformation of our understanding of craft, or rather, craft in the wake of industrialization.

In Craft, archaeologist and medieval historian Alexander Langlands argues that our modern
understanding of craft only skims the surface. His journeys from his home in Wales have taken
him along the Atlantic seaboard of Europe, from Spain through France and England to
Scotland and Iceland in search of the lost meaning of craft. Reaching as far back as the
Neolithic period, he combines deep history with scientific analyses and personal anecdotes.
We follow the author as he herds sheep, keeps bees, tans hides, spins wool, and thatches
roofs. We learn that scythes work much better on tall grass than the latest model of weed
trimmers, that you can spin wool using a large wooden spoon, and that it was once considered
criminal to work on animal hides before a requisite twelve-month soak. When it first
appeared in Old English, the word craft signified an indefinable sense of knowledge, wisdom,
and resourcefulness. Rediscovering craft will connect us with our human past, our sense of
place, and our remarkable capacity to survive in the harshest of landscapes. Craft helps us
more fully appreciate human ingenuity and the passing on of traditions from generation to
generation. 15 illustrations."
306.73 KOL Kolakowski, Shannon. Single, shy, and looking for love: a dating guide for
the shy & socially anxious / New Harbinger Publications, 2014
"What if he thinks I'm not good looking enough? What if she thinks I'm boring? What if I can't
think of anything to talk about? When it comes to dating, most people have had these
thoughts and fears at some point. The truth is that going on a date can be downright nerve
wracking-and if you suffer from shyness or social anxiety, it is especially so. So how can you
stay calm, cool, and collected as you set out on the search for the perfect mate? Single, Shy,
and Looking for Love presents mindfulness, acceptance, and values-based techniques from
acceptance and commitment therapy (ACT) to help shy singles like you get "in the game,"
cope with the anxiety and fear that can arise on a date, and go on to create long-lasting,
intimate relationships. By learning to stay focused in the present moment, you'll arm yourself
against the catastrophic thoughts that cause you to buckle under pressure. And by connecting
with your own core values, you'll gain a greater understanding of yourself and what you
ultimately want in a romantic partner. Confidence is often considered one of the most
attractive qualities a man or woman can have, and social confidence will take you far-not
only in love, but in life as well. If you're ready to stop being a wallflower and start putting
yourself out there, this book will give you the skills you need to get back in the dating game
and find the love you deserve"-306.736 SOL Solomon, Steven D. Intimacy after infidelity: how to rebuild and affairproof your marriage / New Harbinger Publications, 2006
"A Guide to Rebuilding Trust and Intimacy. It's devastating to discover that the person you
trust the most has betrayed you. You'll be facing some hard questions after learning of your
partner's infidelity. You may choose to rebuild your relationship, or you may decide to move
on. Whatever the right decision is for you, this book will help you figure out why your partner
betrayed you and decide whether you can remain in your relationship. It will also show you
new ways to relate that can help you and your partner become a lasting, loving, and
committed couple. You'll start by taking a look at the phenomenon of infidelity and the three
types of intimacy: self-intimacy, conflict intimacy, and affection intimacy. Then you'll learn
about the three kinds of infidelity, those of fear, of loneliness, and of anger, and what each
reveals about your relationship. Then it's on to practical exercises that can heal emotional
wounds and enable you to recover your ability to trust. Even if you decide not to remain with
your current partner, the book will help you make wise relationship choices to “affair-proof”
your future relationship."

306.872 HOC Hochschild, Arlie Russell. The second shift: working families and the
revolution at home / Penguin Books, 2012
More than twenty years ago, sociologist and University of California, Berkeley, professor Arlie
Hochschild set off a tidal wave of conversation and controversy with his bestselling book, The
Second Shift. In it, she examined what really happens in dual-career households. Adding
together time in paid work, child care, and housework, she found that working mothers put in
a month of work a year more than their spouses. Updated for a workforce now half female,
this edition cites a range of new studies and statistics and includes a new afterword in which
Hochschild assesses how much-and how little-has changed for women today.
306.89 BAK Baker, Amy J. L. Getting through my parents' divorce: a workbook for
children coping with divorce, parental alienation, and loyalty conflicts / Instant Help
Books, an imprint of New Harbinger Publications, Inc., 2015
Divorce is often stressful for kids. But for kids who have parents in conflict with one another,
or where one parent is so hostile that he or she is actively trying to undermine the kids'
relationship with the other parent, divorce can be unbearable. In Getting Through My Parents'
Divorce, two psychologists and experts in parental alienation offer a workbook for kids who
are feeling torn between two parents in a hostile divorce. The book also deals with the
negative impact of custody disputes and helps children understand and identify their feelings,
learn to cope with stress and other complex emotions, and feel safe and loved.
306.89 GRE Green, Janice. Divorce after 50: your guide to the unique legal & financial
challenges / Nolo, 2016
"Divorce can be emotionally devastating at any time, but the emotional and financial
challenges are even greater for people who divorce later in life and can face complicated
issues of blended families, health care concerns, and retirement planning. Attorney Janice
Green brings 30-plus years of experience as a divorce lawyer, and in particular her experience
counseling clients over 50, to Divorce After 50. She addresses: Divorce options (including
mediation and collaborative divorce); How to receive the best guidance from lawyers and
professional advisers; Dividing marital property fairly; Retirement plan rules; Spousal support
(alimony); How divorce affects estate planning; Keeping good health care (updated to include
new rules under the Affordable Care Act) The book also includes divorce survival stories that
illustrate your options and provide encouragement. They got through it, and with the help of
Divorce After 50, you can, too."
306.89 ROD Rodman, Samantha. How to talk to your kids about your divorce / Adams
Media, 2015
Expert advice for discussing divorce with your children. | Initiate honest conversations where
your children can express their thoughts. | Discuss divorce-related topics and answer
questions in age-appropriate ways. | Validate your children's feelings, making them feel
acknowledged and secure. | Strengthen and deepen your relationship with your kids. |
Whether you're raising toddlers, school-aged children, or young adults, How to Talk to Your
Kids About Your Divorce will help your kids feel heard, valued, and loved during this difficult
time. - Amazon.
306.89 TRA Trafford, Abigail. Crazy time: surviving divorce and building a new life /
William Morrow, an imprint of HarperCollins Publishers, 2014

“Thoroughly revised and updated for a new generation, the essential guide for men and
women to help them weather the turmoil of divorce and build rich, rewarding lives. There is
nothing easy about the breakup of a marriage, from coping with loss and failure to dealing
with the uncertainty of the future. In this intelligent and insightful book, Abigail Trafford
charts this emotional journey, identifying the common phases in the evolution from marriage
to separation to divorce, and eventually to a new life. Based upon her personal experience,
extensive research, and interviews with hundreds of divorced men and women, Trafford
offers individuals a better understanding of their own experiences and the message that they
are not alone in their pain and confusion. Crazy Time is also an investment in the future.
Trafford reveals the telltale signs of a marriage in crisis, and discusses what determines
whether a relationship will survive over time."
306.893 RIS Riss, Suzanne. The optimist's guide to divorce: how to get through your
breakup and create a new life you love / Workman Publishing, 2016
"Close to 50 percent of marriages in America fail, leading to about 1.5 million divorces a year.
But for Suzanne Riss and Jill Sockwell, who've been there and done that, there's no comfort in
statistics, only community. Community is the one thing that can turn the shattering
experience of divorce into a tolerable one-and, finally, a positive one. And community is what
the authors offer in their inspiring and brilliantly helpful book, The Optimist's Guide to
Divorce. This is the girlfriend-to-girlfriend guide that belongs in the hands of every one of
those 1.5 million divorcing women. It's the book that draws on real women's experiences-not
only the authors' but ten other women from the support group the authors started who all
share their stories, insights, and wisdom. It's the book that gets into the trenches at the
beginning of the process, in the section called Deal, which focuses on what readers need to
know right away - including how to tell the kids, confront the financial issues, figure out
where to live, find legal help, and emotionally get through the day. From there it moves to
Heal, which helps readers work through their anger, loss, and sadness and develop an action
plan for the future. And, finally, Reveal, when it's time to celebrate the hard work and a new,
stronger self. Because-in the succinct words of the book's underlying promise-the best time to
find yourself is after losing him. Direct, warm, friendly, humorous, it's the book that will get
every reader into a better relationship with the one person she'll be with for the rest of her
life--herself"-346.7304 PAT Stim, Richard. Patent, copyright & trademark: an intellectual property
desk reference / Nolo, 2018.
Whether you are in the world of business or creative arts, understanding the laws that govern
your work is critical to success. But given the often convoluted terminology that surrounds
patents, copyrights, trademarks, and other intellectual property rights, this isn't easy. This
book explains what legal rights apply to your work, the scope of copyright protection,
includes an overview of trademark law, what the law protects and much more.
362.295 FOX Fox, Steve. Marijuana is safer: so why are we driving people to drink? /
Chelsea Green Pub., 2013
"In 2012, voters in Colorado shocked the nation's political establishment by making the use of
marijuana legal for anyone in the state twenty-one years of age or older. In the wake of that
unprecedented victory, nationally recognized marijuana-policy experts Steve Fox, Paul
Armentano, and Mason Tvert revisit the 'Marijuana Is Safer' message that contributed to the
campaign's success-as the first edition of this book predicted in 2009. This updated and
expanded version of Marijuana Is Safer includes a new chapter on the Colorado victory and

information about how supporters can model similar campaigns in other states, along with
updates to research that supports the position that marijuana is safer than alcohol. The
authors-through an objective examination of marijuana and alcohol, and the laws and social
practices that steer people toward the latter-pose a simple yet rarely considered question:
Why do we punish adults who make the rational, safer choice to use marijuana instead of
alcohol? Marijuana Is Safer provides an introduction to the cannabis plant and its effects on
the user, debunks some of the government's most frequently cited marijuana myths, and,
most importantly, provides persuasive arguments and talking points for the millions of
Americans who want to advance the cause of marijuana-policy reform and educate friends,
family, coworkers, elected officials, and, of course, future voters." -- Publisher's description.
364.1523 PAT Patterson, James. All-American murder: the rise and fall of Aaron
Hernandez, the superstar whose life ended on murderers' row / Little, Brown and
Company, 2018
"He was a college All-American who became the youngest player in the NFL and later a Super
Bowl veteran. He was a star tight end on the league-dominant New England Patriots, who
extended his contract for a record $40 million. Aaron Hernandez's every move as a
professional athlete played out in the headlines, yet he led a secret life -- one that ended in a
maximum security prison. What drove him to go so wrong, so fast?"
572 WIL Wilcox, Christie. Venomous: how Earth's deadliest creatures mastered
biochemistry / Scientific American/Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2016
"Biologist Christie Wilcox investigates and illuminates the animals of our nightmares, arguing
that they hold the keys to a deeper understanding of evolution, adaptation, and immunity.
She reveals just how venoms function and what they do to the human body. With Wilcox as
our guide, we encounter a jellyfish with tentacles covered in stinging cells that can kill
humans in minutes; a two-inch caterpillar with toxic bristles that trigger hemorrhaging; and a
stunning blue-ringed octopus capable of inducing total paralysis"--Dust jacket flap.
577.63 EGA Egan, Dan. The death and life of the Great Lakes / W.W. Norton & Company,
2017
"The Great Lakes--Erie, Huron, Michigan, Ontario and Superior--hold 20 percent of the world's
supply of surface fresh water and provide sustenance, work and recreation for tens of millions
of Americans. But they are under threat as never before, and their problems are spreading
across the continent. The Death and Life of the Great Lakes is prize-winning reporter Dan
Egan's compulsively readable portrait of an ecological catastrophe happening right before our
eyes, blending the epic story of the lakes with an examination of the perils they face and the
ways we can restore and preserve them for generations to come. For thousands of years the
pristine Great Lakes were separated from the Atlantic Ocean by the roaring Niagara Falls and
from the Mississippi River basin by a "sub-continental divide." Beginning in the late 1800s,
these barriers were circumvented to attract oceangoing freighters from the Atlantic and to
allow Chicago's sewage to float out to the Mississippi. These were engineering marvels in their
time--and the changes in Chicago arrested a deadly cycle of waterborne illnesses--but they
have had horrendous unforeseen consequences. Egan provides a chilling account of how sea
lamprey, zebra and quagga mussels and other invaders have made their way into the lakes,
decimating native species and largely destroying the age-old ecosystem. And because the
lakes are no longer isolated, the invaders now threaten water intake pipes, hydroelectric
dams and other infrastructure across the country. Egan also explores why outbreaks of toxic
algae stemming from the overapplication of farm fertilizer have left massive biological "dead

zones" that threaten the supply of fresh water. He examines fluctuations in the levels of the
lakes caused by manmade climate change and overzealous dredging of shipping channels. And
he reports on the chronic threats to siphon off Great Lakes water to slake drier regions of
America or to be sold abroad. In an age when dire problems like the Flint water crisis or the
California drought bring ever more attention to the indispensability of safe, clean, easily
available Water, The Death and Life of the Great Lakes is a powerful paean to what is
arguably our most precious resource, an urgent examination of what threatens it and a
convincing call to arms about the relatively simple things we need to do to protect it."-Jacket.
615.538 AJM Ajmera, Ananta Ripa. The ayurveda way: 108 practices from the world's
oldest healing system for better sleep, less stress, optimal digestion, and more / Storey
Publishing, 2017
"Discover how the inspired lifestyle teachings of Ayurveda, yoga's ancient sister science, can
transform your every-day life." Includes "108 accessible, holistic practices to help you achieve
optimal digestion, improve sleep, diminish stress, and find inner balance"--From back cover.
617.9609 PRZ Przybylo, Henry Jay. Counting backwards: a doctor's notes on anesthesia /
W.W. Norton & Company, 2018
A moving exploration of the most common but most mysterious procedure in medicine.
629.287 BAN Banks, Patrice. Girls auto clinic glove box guide / Touchstone, an imprint of
Simon & Schuster, Inc., 2017
"A do-it-herself guide to auto maintenance, roadside emergencies, and the real scoop on how
women can get honest car service at the garage, from engineer turned auto mechanic and
award-winning entrepreneur Patrice Banks"-629.4 HOL Holt, Nathalia. Rise of the rocket girls: the women who propelled us, from
missiles to the moon to Mars / Back Bay Books (Little, Brown and Company), 2017
In the 1940s, when the newly minted Jet Propulsion Laboratory needed quick-thinking
mathematicians, it recruited an elite group of young women -- known as human computers -who, with only pencil, paper, and brain power, helped bring about America's first ballistic
missiles. But their hearts lay in the dream of space exploration, and when JPL became part of
NASA, the computers helped send the first probes to the moon. Later, through their efforts,
we launched the ships that showed us the contours of our solar system. For the first time,
Nathalia Holt tells the stories of these women, who charted a course not only for the future of
space exploration but also for the prospects of female scientists. Based on extensive research
and interviews with the living members of the team, Rise of the Rocket Girls illuminates the
role of women in science, both where we've been and the far reaches of space to which we're
heading.
636.0832 GRO Grossi, Craig. Craig & Fred: a Marine, a stray dog, and how they rescued
each other / William Morrow, an imprint of HarperCollinsPublishers, 2017
Tells the uplifting true story of a U.S. Marine, the stray dog he met on an Afghan battlefield,
and how they saved each other and now travel America spreading a positive message.
641.5 SHE Shelly, Katie. Picture cook: see. make. eat. / Ulysses Press, 2013
Collects recipes for breakfasts, soups, snacks, and more, using only illustrations for
directions.

641.5631 NEW Newgent, Jackie. The all-natural diabetes cookbook: the whole food
approach to great taste and healthy eating / American Diabetes Association, 2015
Most diabetes cookbooks rely on artificial sweeteners or not-so-real substitutions to reduce
calories, sugar, and fat, but often at the expense of flavor. The All-Natural Diabetes
Cookbook, 2nd edition takes a different approach, focusing on naturally delicious fresh foods
and whole-food ingredients to create fantastic meals that deliver amazing taste and wellrounded nutrition. And absolutely nothing is artificial! In addition to amazing recipes based on
whole foods and real ingredients, The All-Natural Diabetes Cookbook is filled with sample
meal plans, tips for cooking with natural ingredients, and a handy substitution chart for
swapping out processed foods from favorite recipes.
649.1 BON Bonnell, Karen. The co-parenting handbook: raising well-adjusted and
resilient kids from little ones to young adults through divorce or separation / Sasquatch
Books, 2017
"A practical manual for parents who are transitioning from being a couple with children to
being co-parents. This guide helps those parents navigate difficult emotional terrain, create
boundaries, and establish guidelines so that together they can be the parents their children
deserve."-677.31 ROB Robson, Deborah. The field guide to fleece: 100 sheep breeds and how to
use their fibers / Storey Publishing, 2013
With this compact portable reference in hand, crafters can quickly and easily look up any of
100 different sheep breeds, the characteristics of their fleece, and the kinds of projects for
which their fleece is best suited. Each breed profile includes a photograph of the animal and
information about its origin and conservation status, as well as the weight, staple length,
fiber diameter, and natural colors of its fleece. This is a great primer for beginners, and a
handy guide for anyone who loves working with fleece.
741.59 CHU Chute, Hillary L. Why Comics?: From Underground to Everywhere / Harper,
an imprint of HarperCollinsPublishers, 2017
"The massive impact that comics have had on our culture becomes more and more clear every day,
from the critically acclaimed musical Fun Home, based on Alison Bechdel’s groundbreaking comic, to
the dozens of superhero films hitting cinemas every year. What is it that makes comics so special?
What can this unique art form do that others can’t? In Why Comics?, comics scholar Hillary Chute

reveals the history of comics, underground comics (or comix), and graphic novels, through
deep thematic analysis, and fascinating portraits of the fearless men and women behind
them. As Scott McCloud revealed the methods behind comics and the way they worked in his
classic Understanding Comics, Chute will reveal the themes that Comics handle best, and how
the form is uniquely equipped to explore them.
741.5973 DIN Dini, Paul. Dark night: a true Batman story / DC Comics, 2016
"The #1 New York Times bestseller by the critically acclaimed author Paul Dini, ‘Dark Night: A
True Batman Story’ is the harrowing and eloquent autobiographical tale of Dini’s courageous
struggle to overcome a truly desperate situation. It is a Batman story like no other and one
that will truly resonate with fans, with art by the incredible and talented Eduardo Risso (100
Bullets, Dark Knight III: The Master Race). In the 1990s, writer Paul Dini had a flourishing
career penning the hugely popular Batman: The Animated Series and Tiny Toon Adventures. It
was a golden era of television screenwriting, and Dini and his fellow writers were at the

forefront of the glittering Hollywood scene. In one night, everything would change. Walking
home one evening, Dini was jumped and viciously beaten. With several broken bones and a
shattered face, Dini experienced an arduous recovery process, hampered by the imagined
antics of the villains he was writing for television, including the Joker, Harley Quinn, and the
Penguin. But despite how bleak his circumstances were, or perhaps because of it, Dini also
always imagined the Batman at his side, constantly chivvying him along during his darkest
moments. While most know the Caped Crusader as the all-abiding icon of justice and
authority, in this surprising story, we see Batman in a new light, not as the dark avenger, but
the savior who helped a discouraged man recover mentally from a brutal attack that left him
unable to face the world."
741.5973 KIN King, Tom. The Vision: little better than a beast / Marvel Worldwide, Inc.,
a subsidiary of Marvel Entertainment, LLC, 2016
Once upon a time a robot and a witch fell in love. What followed was a tale of the dead and
the dying, of the hopeful and the lost, of the wronged and the avenged. And in the end, after
both had fallen, the witch and the robot rose from their dirt and eyed each other across a
field of blood and bone. Forty-five years in the making, this is the story of Scarlet Witch and
the Vision. Before family, there was love. And war.
741.5973 RIV Rivera, Gabby. America: the life and times of America Chavez / Marvel
Worldwide, Inc., a subsidiary of Marvel Entertainment, LLC, 2017
"At last! Everyone's favorite no-nonsense powerhouse, America Chavez, gets her own series!
Critically acclaimed young-adult novelist Gabby Rivera and all-star artist Joe Quinones unite
to shine a solo spotlight on America's high-octane and hard-hitting adventures! She was a
Young Avenger. She leads the Ultimates. And now she officially claims her place as the
preeminent butt-kicker of the entire Marvel Universe! But what's a super-powered teenager to
do when she's looking for a little personal fulfillment? She goes to college! America just has to
stop an interdimensional monster or two first and shut down a pesky alien cult that's begun
worshipping her exploits before work can begin. Then she can get on with her first
assignment: a field trip to the front lines of World War II - with Captain America as her
wingman!"--Publisher's description.
741.5973 THO Thompson, Kelly. Hawkeye / Marvel Worldwide, Inc., a subsidiary of
Marvel Entertainment, LLC, 2017
"Hawkeye finally gets a lead on the top-secret case that brought her out to Los Angeles in the
first place--and it might be more than she bargained for... In order to solve this mystery, Kate
will have to take a good hard look at who she is and where she came from. But is she really
ready to face the ghosts of her past" -- Amazon.
796.51 ADK Adkins, Leonard M. Along the Appalachian Trail: Massachusetts, Vermont,
and New Hampshire / Arcadia Publishing, 2016
It was in the early 1900s atop a summit in Vermont that Benton MacKaye envisioned a hiking
path along the crest of the Appalachians, beginning in the New England states and extending
to those in the South. Along the Appalachian Trail: Massachusetts, Vermont, and New
Hampshire chronicles the history of the world-famous route in those states, from New
England’s hiking and trail-building culture that predated and paved the way for the trail to
those who toiled to create it and those who have continued to hike and protect it. Today’s
trail is vastly different from its earlier days. This collection of vintage photographs and
accompanying text includes its original course and some of the many reroutes it has

experienced. It all comes together to illuminate just what an amazing volunteer achievement
the existence of the trail is.
809.9359 HOL Holmes, Richard. This long pursuit: reflections of a romantic biographer /
Pantheon Books, 2016
In this chronicle of his lifelong obsession with discovering, assembling, and re-creating the
lives of writers and scientists, Richard Holmes here casts a new eye not only on the Romantic
poets and lost women of Romantic science he has long studied, including Margaret Cavendish
and Mary Somerville, but on their biographers as well. He examines the evolution of the myths
that have overshadowed certain lives (Percy Shelley's death at sea, Mary Wollstonecraft's
paramours, Samuel Taylor Coleridge's opium-fueled lectures), and reveals how the manner in
which each generation tells the stories of the lives that came before it shapes and is shaped
by a contemporary understanding of human nature. These colorful portraits are deftly woven
together with Holmes's own experience as a biographer, giving us the rare privilege of
observing a master at work. An altogether spellbinding examination of the nature of
biographical knowledge, brimming with the infectious curiosity that has characterized all of
Holmes's acclaimed books.
912.7 RAN 2018 Road atlas, 2018: United States, Canada, Mexico / Rand McNally, 2017
"The Rand McNally Road Atlas is the most trusted and best-selling US atlas on the market. This
updated North American atlas contains maps of every U.S. state and Canadian province, an
overview map of Mexico, and detailed inset maps of over 350 cities and 20 U.S. national
parks. Road construction and conditions contact information for every state conveniently
located above the maps. Contains mileage chart showing distances between 90 North
American cities and national parks along with a driving times map." -920 SPI Spitz, Bob. The Beatles: the biography / Back Bay Books / Little, Brown, 2005
Even before the Beatles hit the big time, a myth was created. The Beatles legend smoothed
the rough edges and filled in the fault lines, and for more than forty years this manicured
version of the Beatles story has sustained as truth--until now. This biography is the product of
almost a decade of research, hundreds of unprecedented interviews, and the discovery of
scores of never-before-revealed documents.--From publisher description.
921 LANSDALE Boot, Max. The road not taken: Edward Lansdale and the American
tragedy in Vietnam / Liveright Publishing Corporation, a division of W.W. Norton &
Company, 2018
A biography of Edward Lansdale, the CIA operative. Boot chronicles his rise and fall as a
proponent of a visionary "hearts and minds" diplomacy in Vietnam who was ultimately
overruled by the American military bureaucracy, which favored bombs and troop build-ups
over winning the people's trust. | "The legendary Edward Lansdale (1908-1987), a covert
operative so roguish that he was said to be the model for Graham Greene's The Quiet
American, remains one of the most fascinating yet deeply misunderstood figures of post-1945
American foreign policy. Skeptics have belittled him as a con man ignorant of Asian realities,
but a few have hailed him as a prophetic military genius whose yin-yang strategy of hunting
down guerrillas while employing a 'hearts and minds' approach to win local support provided a
lasting template for U.S. foreign policy. Examining these interpretations but also providing a
veritable trove of new facts unearthed from previously classified documents, hidden letters,
and interviews, this book fundamentally recasts both our vision of Lansdale and America's
entire involvement in Vietnam. Max Boot positions Lansdale against the American twentieth

century and evocatively charts Lansdale's itinerant upbringing and his transition from
unorthodox California ad man to army and OSS officer. Leaving behind his wife and two young
sons, Lansdale was sent to Manila in 1945. While becoming embroiled in a passionate love
affair with the woman who would become his longtime mistress and later wife, he charted a
way for the Filipinos to defend themselves against Communist insurgents by promoting Ramon
Magsaysay, a charismatic figure who went from being a lowly congressman to the country's
greatest president. Lansdale's singular success convinced the Eisenhower administration to
send him to South Vietnam after the ignominious French rout at Dien Bien Phu. Assigned the
impossible task of protecting the South from Communist encroachment, Lansdale was initially
successful, cultivating the friendship of Ngo Dinh Diem, South Vietnam's new president. Then,
increasingly sidelined by elitist generals and blue-blood diplomats, Lansdale watched
helplessly as Diem was murdered in an American-supported coup just before Kennedy's own
assassination. By 1965, the "hearts and minds" approach to counterinsurgency that Lansdale
had so passionately advocated was no longer viable as the United States began a massive
Vietnamese buildup. Never a team player, Lansdale became marginalized, watching the
humiliating 1975 evacuation of Saigon at a painful remove and dying eleven years later,
regarded as a "dirty tricks" specialist of a bygone era. Bringing a tragic complexity to this socalled Ugly American, this biography suggests that Vietnam, a conflict whose bitter legacy
still haunts American foreign policy, might have been different if only Lansdale's advice had
been heeded. With reverberations that continue to play out in Iraq and Afghanistan, The Road
Not Taken is a biography of profound historical consequence."--Dust jacket.
921 MEIJI Keene, Donald. Emperor of Japan: Meiji and His world, 1852-1912 / Columbia
University Press, 2002
"When Emperor Meiji began his rule, in 1867, Japan was a splintered empire, dominated by
the shogun and the daimyos, who ruled over the country's more than 250 decentralized
domains and who were, in the main, cut off from the outside world, staunchly antiforeign,
and committed to the traditions of the past. Before long, the shogun surrendered to the
emperor, a new constitution was adopted, and Japan emerged as a modern, industrialized
state. Despite the length of his reign, little has been written about the strangely obscured
figure of Meiji himself, the first emperor ever to meet a European. Most historians discuss the
period that takes his name while barely mentioning the man, assuming that he had no real
involvement in affairs of state. Even Japanese who believe Meiji to have been their nation's
greatest ruler may have trouble recalling a single personal accomplishment that might
account for such a glorious reputation. Renowned Japan scholar Donald Keene sifts the
available evidence to present a rich portrait not only of Meiji but also of rapid and sometimes
violent change during this pivotal period in Japan's history. In this vivid and engrossing
biography, we move with the emperor through his early, traditional education; join in the
formal processions that acquainted the young emperor with his country and its people;
observe his behavior in court, his marriage, and his relationships with various consorts; and
follow his maturation into a “Confucian” sovereign dedicated to simplicity, frugality, and hard
work. Later, during Japan's wars with China and Russia, we witness Meiji's struggle to
reconcile his personal commitment to peace and his nation's increasingly militarized
experience of modernization. Emperor of Japan conveys in sparkling prose the complexity of
the man and offers an unrivaled portrait of Japan in a period of unique interest."
921 PATTON Hirshson, Stanley P. General Patton: a soldier's life / Perennial, 2003
Utilizing untapped archival materials in both the USA and UK, government documents, family
papers, and oral histories, eminent historian Stanley Hirshson reveals General Patton as a

complex soldier capable of brilliant military maneuvers but also of inspiring his troops with
fiery speeches that resulted in horrendous acts, such as the massacres of Italian civilians.
973.3 MAI Maier, Pauline. From resistance to revolution: colonial radicals and the
development of American opposition to Britain, 1765-1776 / by Pauline Maier W.W.
Norton, 1991
In this classic account of the American revolution, Pauline Maier traces the step-by-step
process through which the extra-legal institutions of the colonial resistance movement
assumed authority from the British. She follows the American Whigs as they moved by stages
from the organized resistance of the Stamp Act crisis of 1765 through the non-importation
associations of the late 1760s to the collapse of royal government after 1773, the implication
of the king in a conspiracy against American liberties, and the consequent Declaration of
Independence. Professor Maier's great achievement is to explain how Americans came to
contemplate and establish their independence, guided by principle, reason, and experience.
973.3 WEI Weintraub, Stanley. Iron tears: America's battle for freedom, Britain's
quagmire, 1775-1783 / Free Press, 2005
"For generations, Americans have been taught to view the Revolutionary War as a heroic tale
of resistance, exclusively from the perspective of the Continental army and the Founding
Fathers. Now, in Iron Tears, master historian Stanley Weintraub offers the first account that
examines the war from three divergent and distinct vantage points: the battlefields; the
American leadership under George Washington; and -- most originally -- that of England,
embroiled in controversy over the war. Colonial America was England's Vietnam. Weintraub's
multifaceted analysis will forever change and expand our view of the struggle. Although
Washington's army, with France's help, won the war, it is equally significant -- both then and
now -- that Britain lost it. The British found themselves overwhelmed by the geographic and
time constraints that prevented their military from holding on to the eighteen-hundred-mile
length of the thirteen colonies, from across three thousand miles of ocean during the
cumbersome era of water travel. Many in London realized that American independence was
only a matter of time. Yet the British were enveloped in a fantasy world of self-delusion as
the war trudged along. The unyielding George III, who ultimately threatened abdication; his
lethargic prime minister, Lord North; the First Lord of the Admiralty, the corrupt Earl of
Sandwich, better remembered for his paired slices of bread; and the Secretary for America,
Lord George Germain, an arrogant ex-general court-martialed for cowardice in an earlier war,
formed a quartet that played out of tune. As opposition to and frustration with the failing war
gradually increased in parliament, in the press, and in the afflicted mercantile sector, so did
pacifist sentiment for and sympathy with their American cousins. Iron Tears renders an
unprecedented account of the fight for American independence through British eyes, while
dramatically narrating the battles that were waged across the Atlantic from Lexington to
Yorktown and beyond. As the general, whom the British snobbishly and demeaningly referred
to as “Mr. Washington,” rallied to keep his ragged and overmatched Continentals together
and create a nation, “iron tears” fell from redcoat muskets and cannons, as well as from the
demoralized eyes of the defeated British."
973.932 SOU Souza, Pete. Obama: an intimate portrait / Little, Brown and Company,
2017
"Obama: An Intimate Portrait reproduces more than 300 of Souza's most iconic photographs
with fine-art print quality in an oversize collectible format. Together they document the most
consequential hours of the Presidency--including the historic image of President Obama and

his advisers in the Situation Room during the bin Laden mission--alongside unguarded
moments with the President's family, his encounters with children, interactions with world
leaders and cultural figures, and more."--Dust jacket.

LARGE PRINT
LP 973.933 WOL Wolff, Michael. Fire and fury inside the Trump White House /
Thorndike Press, 2018
"The first nine months of Donald Trump's term were stormy, outrageous -- and absolutely
mesmerizing. Now, thanks to his deep access to the West Wing, bestselling author Michael
Wolff tells the riveting story of how Trump launched a tenure as volatile and fiery as the man
himself. In this explosive book, Wolff provides a wealth of new details about the chaos in the
Oval Office. Among the revelations : What President Trump's staff really thinks of him -- What
inspired Trump to claim he was wire-tapped by President Obama -- Why FBI director James
Comey was really fired -- Why chief strategist Steve Bannon and Trump's son-in-law Jared
Kushner couldn't be in the same room -- Who is really directing the Trump administration's
strategy in the wake of Bannon's firing -- What the secret to communicating with Trump is -What the Trump administration has in common with the movie The Producers. Never before
has a presidency so divided the American people. Brilliantly reported and astoundingly fresh,
Michael Wolff's Fire and Fury shows us how and why Donald Trump has become the king of
discord and disunion" -- Book jacket.
LP BRADFORD Bradford, Barbara Taylor. Secrets of Cavendon / Center Point Large Print,
2018
"It's the summer of 1949, and things have run smoothly at Cavendon Hall for years, with very
few quarrels, dramas, or upsets between the two families. But since the end of World War II,
changes have arrived at Cavendon. A new generation is at the helm, and also at the forefront
of new scandal and intrigue. With romance, betrayal, heartbreak, and possible murder
threatening to tear them apart, the Inghams and Swanns will have to find a way to come
together and protect each other in the face of threats they never could have predicted. "
LP BROWN Brown, Rita Mae. Crazy like a fox / Center Point Large Print, 2018
"In this new foxhunting mystery, an investigation into a missing and very valuable object
flushes out murder, ghosts, and old family rivalries. Sister Jane Arnold and a pack of fourlegged friends must catch the scent of a killer and unearth a long-buried truth"-LP COONTS Coonts, Stephen. The Armageddon file / Center Point Large Print, 2018
"After one of the most contentious and divisive elections in American history, the new
president is finally settling into the West Wing. But when his chief of staff discovers evidence
that voting machines in key counties in swing states were tampered with, the whole
administration is in danger of unraveling. Did someone steal the election? Are America's
enemies involved? Were the tampered-with machines actually rigged to swing the election the
other way - and if so and the plot failed, what is the conspirators' backup plan? Jake Grafton
and Tommy Carmellini race to solve the mystery of a potentially rigged election before
Americans' full faith and credit in our democracy, sovereignty, and rule of law comes
completely undone."
LP CROUCH Crouch, Blake. Wayward / Center Point Large Print, 2018

"Welcome to Wayward Pines, population 461. The town is a modern-day Eden ... except for
the electrified fence and razor wire, snipers scoping everything 24/7, and the relentless
surveillance tracking each word and gesture. None of the residents know how they got here.
They are told where to work, how to live, and who to marry. Some believe they are dead.
Others think they're trapped in an unfathomable experiment. Everyone secretly dreams of
leaving, but those who dare face a terrifying surprise. Ethan Burke has seen the world
beyond. He's sheriff, and one of the few who knows the truth-- Wayward Pines isn't just a
town. And what lies on the other side of the fence is a nightmare beyond anyone's imagining."
LP HOFFMAN Hoffman, Alice. The rules of magic / Center Point Large Print, 2018
"For the Owens family, love is a curse that began in 1620, when Maria Owens was charged
with witchery for loving the wrong man. Hundreds of years later, in New York City at the cusp
of the sixties, when the whole world is about to change, Susanne Owens knows that her three
children are dangerously unique. Difficult Franny, with skin as pale as milk and blood red hair;
shy and beautiful Jet, who can read other people's thoughts; and charismatic Vincent, who
began looking for trouble on the day he could walk. From the start Susanne sets down rules
for her children: No walking in the moonlight, no red shoes, no wearing black, no cats, no
crows, no candles, and no books about magic. And most importantly, never, ever, fall in love.
But when her children visit their Aunt Isabelle, in the small Massachusetts town where the
Owens family has been blamed for everything that has ever gone wrong, they uncover family
secrets and begin to understand the truth of who they are. Back in New York City, each begins
a risky journey as they try to escape the family curse."
LP JACKSON Jackson, Lisa. Ominous / Center Point Large Print, 2018
"In the photograph, three teenaged girls splash in the lake on a sweltering summer evening.
Shiloh, Kat, and Ruth are unaware of the man who spies on them from the woods. They have
no idea how their lives will be changed by the brutal violence that follows and the vow of
secrecy they take. Fifteen years later, Ruth and Shiloh have both returned to Prairie Creek,
Wyoming, where Kat is deputy sheriff. Though they've tried to leave their shared past behind,
each has the feeling that someone is lurking in the shadows. When a local girl vanishes, Kat is
convinced there's a connection to that long-ago night. But as the friends untie to find the
missing teenager, a killer sends a chilling message. He's still there. And he hasn't forgotten.
For so long he's made do with other victims, but they can't compare to the ones who got
away. The ones who keep searching for him, blind to the terrifying truth that they are not the
hunters, but his prey."
LP MORETTI Moretti, Kate. The blackbird season / Center Point Large Print, 2018
"In a quiet Pennsylvania town, a thousand dead starlings fall onto a high school baseball field,
unleashing a horrifying and unexpected chain of events that will rock the close-knit
community. Beloved baseball coach and teacher Nate Winters and his wife, Alecia, are well
respected throughout town. That is, until one of the many reporters investigating the bizarre
bird phenomenon catches Nate embracing a wayward student, Lucia Hamm, in front of a
sleazy motel. Lucia soon buoys the scandal by claiming that she and Nate are engaged in an
affair, throwing the town into an uproar ... and leaving Alecia to wonder if her husband has a
second life. And when Lucia suddenly disappears, the police only have one suspect: Nate.
Nate's coworker and sole supporter, Bridget Peterson, Lucia's creative writing teacher, is
determined to prove his innocence. She has Lucia's class journal, and while some of the
entries appear particularly damning to Nate's case, others just don't add up. Bridget knows

the key to Nate's exoneration and the truth of Lucia's disappearance lie within the walls of the
school and in the pages of that journal."
LP WOODS Woods, Sherryl. Lilac lane / Center Point Large Print, 2018
"At the heart of Lilac Lane is Keira Malone, who raised her three children alone after her first
marriage broke apart, and who, after years of guarding her heart, finally finds love again. But
that love is short-lived when her fiancé suffers a fatal heart attack. Grieving and unsure of
what's next, Keira agrees to move from Dublin to Chesapeake Shores, Maryland, to spend time
with her daughter, Moira, and her new granddaughter, Kate, as well as to help her son-in-law,
Luke, with his Irish pub, O'Briens. Not wanting to live underfoot, she rents a charming cottage
on Lilac Lane, replete with views of the ocean and her neighbor's thriving garden - not to
mention views of the neighbor himself. The neighbor is none other than Bryan Laramie, the
brusque and moody chef at the pub, with whom Keira is constantly butting heads. But things
get real when Bryan's long-lost daughter, whom he hasn't seen since she was a baby, shows up
out of the blue. As Bryan and Keira each delve into their pasts, reopening wounds, the rest of
the town is gearing up for the Fall Festival Irish Stew cook-off, and making no bones about
whose side they're on. Is it a recipe for disaster ... or a new take on love?"

AUDIO-VISUAL
CD 921 ALEXIE Alexie, Sherman. You don't have to say you love me: a memoir /
Hachette Audio, 2017
When his mother passed away at the age of seventy-eight, Sherman Alexie responded the only
way he knew how: he wrote. Featuring seventy-eight poems and seventy-eight essays, Alexie
shares raw, angry, funny, profane, tender memories of a childhood few can imagine--growing
up dirt-poor on an Indian reservation, one of four children raised by alcoholic parents.
Throughout, a portrait emerges of his mother as a beautiful, mercurial, abusive, intelligent,
complicated woman.
CD ERD Erdrich, Louise. Future Home of the Living God / HarperCollins, 2017
The world as we know it is ending. As Cedar Hawk Songmaker goes back to her own biological
beginnings, society around her begins to disintegrate, fueled by a swelling panic about the
end of humanity.
CD TOL Stone, Dan. An Introduction to The Death of Ivan Ilyich by Leo Tolstoy Compact
Disc / National Endowment for the Arts, 2007
Readings of excerpts and critical analysis. Narrated by Dana Gioia ; Martin Amis, Susan Balée,
James H. Billington, Olga Grushin, N. Scott Momaday, Sherwin B. Nuland, Cynthia Ozick, Jay
Parini, Alfred Molina, contributors.
MUSIC COUNTRY PAISLEY,BRAD Paisley, Brad. Mud on the tires / BMG Music, 2003
MUSIC POP/R0CK GABRIEL,PETER Gabriel, Peter. Shaking the tree sixteen golden greats /
Geffen, 1990
MUSIC POP/ROCK AEROSMITH Aerosmith's greatest hits / Columbia, 1993
MUSIC POP/ROCK BECK Beck. Morning phase / Capitol, 2014

MUSIC POP/ROCK BERRY, CHUCK Berry, Chuck. The great twenty-eight / ChessMCA, 1984
MUSIC POP/ROCK BLACK CROWS, THE Black Crowes. Three snakes and one charm /
American, 1996
MUSIC POP/ROCK GORILLAZ Gorillaz / Virgin Records America, 2001
MUSIC POP/ROCK OLD CROW MEDICINE SHOW Best of Old Crow Medicine Show / Remedy
Nettwerk Music Group, 2014
MUSIC POP/ROCK ROLLING STONES Rolling Stones. Steel wheels: North American tour
1989 / Columbia Records; CBS Inc. 1989
MUSIC POP/ROCK SHOW BIZ KIDS Showbiz kids. the Steely Dan story, 1972-1980 / MCA
Records, 2000
MUSIC POP/ROCK STEVENS, CAT Stevens, Cat. Greatest hits / A & M, 2000
MUSIC POP/ROCK THE WALLFLOWERS The Wallflowers. Bringing down the horse /
Interscope Records, 1996
MUSIC POP/ROCK VEGA, SUZANNE Vega, Suzanne. Beauty & crime / Blue Note, 2007
MUSIC R&B EARTH WIND & FIRE Earth, Wind & Fire. Now, then & forever / Sony Legacy,
2013
MUSIC R&B PRINCE Prince. The hits 2 / Paisley Park;Warner Bros. Records, 1993
MUSIC STAGE & SCREEN ALMOST FAMOUS Almost famous music from the motion picture /
Dreamworks, 2000
MUSIC VOCAL STREISAND, BARBRA Barbra Streisand's greatest hits. Columbia,
TV DVD RET The Return of Sherlock Holmes / MPI Home Video, 2003
Sherlock Holmes, the world's most famous detective, and his trusted companion Dr. Watson
pursue and solve mysteries in a variety of locations throughout England.

